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[1] Rock‐ice avalanches larger than 1 × 106 m3 are high‐magnitude, low‐frequency events
that may occur in all ice‐covered, high mountain areas around the world and can cause
extensive damage if they reach populated regions. The temporal and spatial evolution of the
seismic signature from two events was analyzed, and recordings at selected stations were
compared to numerical model results of avalanche propagation. The first event is a rock‐ice
avalanche from Iliamna volcano inAlaska which serves as a “natural laboratory”with simple
geometric conditions. The second one originated on Aoraki/Mt. Cook, New Zealand
Southern Alps, and is characterized by a much more complex topography. A dynamic
numerical model was used to calculate total avalanche momentum, total kinetic energy, and
total frictional work rate, among other parameters. These three parameters correlate with
characteristics of the seismic signature such as duration and signal envelopes, while other
parameters such as flow depths, flow path and deposition geometry are well in agreement
with observations. The total frictional work rate shows the best correlation with the absolute
seismic amplitude, suggesting that it may be used as an independent model evaluation
criterion and in certain cases as model calibration parameter. The good fit is likely because
the total frictional work rate represents the avalanche’s energy loss rate, part of which is
captured by the seismometer. Deviations between corresponding calculated and measured
parameters result from site and path effects which affect the recorded seismic signal or
indicate deficiencies of the numerical model. The seismic recordings contain additional
information about when an avalanche reaches changes in topography along the runout path
and enable more accurate velocity calculations. The new concept of direct comparison
of seismic and avalanche modeling data helps to constrain the numerical model input
parameters and to improve the understanding of (rock‐ice) avalanche dynamics.
Citation: Schneider, D., P. Bartelt, J. Caplan‐Auerbach, M. Christen, C. Huggel, and B. W. McArdell (2010), Insights into
rock‐ice avalanche dynamics by combined analysis of seismic recordings and a numerical avalanche model, J. Geophys. Res.,
115, F04026, doi:10.1029/2010JF001734.
1. Introduction
[2] Large rock avalanches, ice avalanches, and mixed
events have been documented for many of the glaciated
regions of the world [Deline, 2001; Evans and Clague, 1988,
1998; Giani et al., 2001; Hewitt, 1999, 2009; Huggel et al.,
2005, 2007, 2008a; Kääb et al., 2005; Korup, 2005;
Lipovsky et al., 2008;Margreth and Funk, 1999;McSaveney,
2002; Schneider, 2006; Sosio et al., 2008]. Due to incomplete
data for historical events, it is difficult to quantify the fre-
quency of large rock‐ice avalanches, but it is possible that
increases in event occurrence and magnitude can be expected
due to changes in permafrost thermal state and the water cycle
in connection with climate and glacier changes [Bottino et al.,
2002;Davies et al., 2001; Fischer and Huggel, 2008;Gruber
and Haeberli, 2007; Haeberli and Hohmann, 2008; Huggel
et al., 2008b]. The events with the most catastrophic con-
sequences during the last decades were the Huascarán (Peru,
1962: 650 casualties; 1970: 6000 casualties) [Evans et al.,
2009a; Körner, 1983; Plafker and Ericksen, 1978] and the
Kolka‐Karmadon rock‐ice avalanches (2002: 120 casualties)
[Haeberli et al., 2004; Huggel et al., 2005; Kotlyakov et al.,
2004]. Most rock‐ice avalanches occur in remote regions
with no or marginal infrastructure. However, population
pressure, winter tourism development, and climate change
can dramatically increase the risk for catastrophic events.
[3] Numerical models that calculate the flow path and
deposition zones, or runout, are important tools for the
investigation and back analysis of past events. They provide
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insight into the complex processes occurring especially in
large avalanches, which unlike snow avalanches [Sovilla
et al., 2006; Suriñach et al., 2000] are problematic to trig-
ger artificially and to perform in‐flow measurements (we did
not consider the artificial triggering of rock avalanches by
nuclear explosions in this study [Adushkin, 2006]). There is a
variety of different numerical mass movement models which
can be roughly divided into empirical and physical models.
For the current analysis, we need a physical model. These
models are usually adapted to simulate the characteristic
processes for a certain type of mass movement, e.g., for snow
avalanches, rock slides, rock avalanches or debris flows. The
events described in this study are challenging because at times
they show flow characteristics similar to all of these pro-
cesses, however, we call them generally “rock‐ice ava-
lanches.” The choice of an appropriate model is difficult
because none of the available models are able to simulate
complex events with process transformations and interac-
tions. Nevertheless, many authors pointed out similarities
between flow types [e.g., Bouchut et al., 2008; Iverson and
Denlinger, 2001; McDougall and Hungr, 2005]. The Voellmy
rheology [Voellmy, 1955] was originally developed for the
simulation of snow avalanches and already satisfyingly
applied in several case studies of retrospective modeling of
rock avalanches [e.g., Crosta et al., 2004; Hungr and Evans,
1996] and debris flows [e.g., Armento et al., 2008; Pirulli and
Sorbino, 2008]. We used the two‐dimensional dynamic
physical model RAMMS (Rapid Mass Movements) which is
based on the 2‐D shallow water equations for granular flows
and the Voellmy frictional rheology and test if it is able to
reproduce the flow and deposition geometry as well as
dynamic aspects of large rock‐ice avalanches.
[4] Seismic stations in the vicinity to an avalanche event
(approximately <100 km) can be used for early warning due
to precursory seismicity in certain cases [Caplan‐Auerbach
et al., 2004], and many authors make use of seismograms
of mass movement events to back‐calculate total avalanche
duration and velocity [Crosta et al., 2007; Lipovsky et al.,
2008; McSaveney, 2002; McSaveney and Downes, 2002;
Sosio et al., 2008]. However, seismograms do also contain
valuable information about energetic and dynamic char-
acteristics of the mass movement [Suriñach et al., 2005].
[5] The objective of this paper is to present a new approach
for the combination of computational model results with
seismic data to enhance the understanding of the dynamic
(rock‐ice) avalanche processes and to improve model cali-
bration with a focus on geometric, energetic and dynamic
characteristics of the modeled avalanche and the observed
event. The paper indicates a possible linkage between mod-
eled avalanche parameters and seismic data without the pre-
tension to consider all aspects of the complexity of different
mass movement types and seismic wave propagation. In
particular, we explore the use of the seismic data to provide a
physically based constraint on the frictional work rate pre-
dicted by the runout model, thereby resulting in a more
realistic calibration of the model.
[6] First we give a short overview of the data and methods
including the relationship between the computational runout
model and the seismic data. Then, two avalanche events are
presented as examples with very different topographic char-
acteristics (Figure 1). The first is the 2003 Red Glacier ava-
lanche at Iliamna volcano, Alaska, with a simple topography
of a volcanic cone. There, runout is mostly straight and
unconfined, with no significant vertical steps, runup, or lateral
deflection of the avalanche. The second event is the Aoraki/
Mt. Cook avalanche of 1991 in the Southern Alps of New
Zealand. This runoutwas characterized by various topographic
steps, extensive runup, and strong lateral deflection, and we
expect a more complex seismic signal. For both study areas
we discuss the model input variables and problems related to
different parameter combinations. Then we link the seismic
records to the physical parameters calculated with the runout
model (total momentum, total kinetic energy and total fric-
tional work rate).
2. Data
2.1. Topographic and Satellite Data
[7] Both study areas are remote, necessitating the use of
remote sensing data to estimate topography and the geometry
of the avalanche path and deposits. The digital terrain model
(DTM) for Iliamna Volcano in Alaska, was provided by the
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) of February
2000 at a 1 arc second (∼30 m) resolution. The overall
absolute vertical error of the SRTM‐1 DTM is less than 16 m
while the relative error which is relevant for the simulations is
only 6 m [Rabus et al., 2003]. A map showing absolute
vertical errors on all continents published by Farr et al.
[2007] indicates errors of only 4 m for the Iliamna region.
Despite possible rapid topographic changes in glacial
environments, we assume that this data set adequately re-
presents the preevent topography for the 2003 avalanche. We
also used a satellite scene from the Advanced Spaceborne
Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER),
dating from 9 August 2003, only 15 days after a large ava-
lanche occurred on Red Glacier; outlines could be easily
extracted. Oblique air photos taken during a USGS gas
measurement flight at Iliamna volcano by Rick Wessels on 1
August 2003 were also helpful. Failure and deposit volumes
were estimated by Caplan‐Auerbach and Huggel [2007] and
Huggel et al. [2007].
[8] For the Aoraki/Mt. Cook region in New Zealand, we
used the NZ 25 m DTM derived from the NZ260 topographic
map series at a scale of 1:50,000 which for the Aoraki/Mt.
Figure 1. Comparison of height profiles from the 2003 Red
Glacier avalanche at Iliamna volcano, Alaska, and the 1991
Aoraki/Mt. Cook avalanche, New Zealand. Hd /Ld is the
height to length ratio, and the straight line marks the start
and end points of the avalanches. While the Iliamna profile
approximates a parabola, the profile at Aoraki/Mt. Cook is
much more complicated, with alternating steep and flat areas,
runup on adverse slopes, and bifurcation of the runout path
(dashed line is the secondary flow path).
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Cook area is largely derived from 1986 imagery. The excep-
tion is the summit area of Aoraki/Mt. Cook, which is derived
from January 1992 imagery specifically taken to correctly
portray the new topography of the modified summit after the
avalanche event. The topographic maps (1:50,000) and a
more recent ASTER image of 24 January 2006 helped to
localize the initiation area. The outlines of the 1991 rock‐ice
avalanche were digitized from McSaveney [2002]. Most of
the information about erosion, dynamic behavior and depo-
sition was taken from the same publication.
2.2. Seismic Recordings
[9] The Iliamna 2003 Red Glacier avalanche was recorded
by the Alaska Volcano Observatory seismic network fol-
lowing approximately an hour of discrete earthquakes and a
continuous tremor‐like ground shaking. The ∼3 min long
broadband signal saturated all of the six seismometers on
Iliamna, which are situated within epicentral distances less
than 8 km at a broad azimuth range [Caplan‐Auerbach and
Huggel, 2007] (Figures 2 and 3). The avalanche signal ex-
hibits a classic spindle shape with broadband (1–20 Hz) fre-
quency content. The waveform envelope includes a small
initial pulse lasting ∼20 s followed by a stronger signal that
rises, saturates, and tapers over ∼100 s. Seismograms re-
corded at epicentral distances of 51 (RSO) and 55 km (REF)
on Redoubt volcano and at four more distant stations which
are not saturated suggest a gradual increase and decrease for
the part of the signal that is saturated at the Iliamna stations.
For this study we focus on the vertical component station ILS
because it is the station with the smallest degree of saturation
which is still situated on Iliamna, and approximately 7 km
perpendicular (south) of the center of the Red Glacier ava-
lanche flow path. We evaluated whether the recordings
between t = 40 s to t = 80 s were amplified due to the ava-
lanche’s passing closer to the seismometer [Suriñach et al.,
2000], but note that a similar increase in amplitude is
observed on all stations, suggesting that the signal strength is
a source rather than path effect. Station ILI is symmetrically
situated on the opposite side of the avalanche path, and the
seismogram is almost identical, suggesting that for this case,
the path effects are negligible or at least homogeneously
distributed over different directions and within a distance of
7–8 km. Seismograms of a series of geometrically similar
large avalanches in 1997, 2000, 2003, and 2008 on Red
Glacier [seeHuggel et al., 2007] show very similar waveform
envelopes. As Suriñach et al. [2000] state for artificially
released snow avalanches, this indicates that large rock‐ice
avalanches of similar size following the same path and
recorded at the same site produce similar seismic signals.
[10] The 1991 Aoraki/Mt. Cook avalanche was well de-
tected up to distances exceeding 200 km (Figures 4 and 5).
The nearest seismometer to the avalanche was short‐period
seismic station EWZ, located 58 km to the east of the
mountain. The direction of the station is the same as the
direction of avalanche movement, so we assume that during
the event the signal amplitude increases continuously as the
Figure 2. (a) Setting of Iliamna volcano in Alaska. (b) Location of the Alaska Volcano Observatory seis-
mic network stations which were used in this study. Stations recording only vertical (Z) ground motion are
shown with a white circle (one‐component stations). Those recording east (E), north (N), and vertical (Z)
movements are marked with a black circle (three‐component stations). (c) Overview of the Iliamna region
and the closest seismic stations. Dashed line shows the flow path outlines of the 25 July 2003 Red Glacier
avalanche. Background map is the hillshaded SRTM‐1 DTM.
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Figure 4. (a) New Zealand seismic network stations which were used in this study. Stations recording only
vertical (Z) ground motion are shown with a white circle (one‐component stations). Those recording east
(E), north (N) and vertical (Z) movements are marked with a black circle (three‐component stations).
(b) Setting of Aoraki/Mt. Cook (3754 m asl) and the 14 December 1991 rock‐ice avalanche. White areas
are (glacial) lakes mapped from the ASTER image from 24 January 2006. Dash‐dotted line marks the Main
Divide, and the dashed line marks theMain Divide fault. Note that the shape and size of the glacial lakes can
change rapidly. Ball Shelter (BS) and the Plateau Hut (PH) are marked with white stars. Background map is
the hillshaded NZ 25 m DTM.
Figure 3. (a) Seismograms of the 25 July 2003 Red Glacier avalanche at Iliamna (Alaska) plotted against
linearly increasing distance (y axis). Signal amplitude is given by normalized counts of the seismograph.
(b) Amplitude envelopes of the data shown in Figure 3a. Absolute signal amplitude was low‐pass filtered
at 10 s (0.1 Hz) to show long‐period change in signal strength. Time t = 0 s is set to the arrival of the assumed
first avalanche‐induced seismic waves at station ILS. The shift in time of the seismographs with increasing
distance is due to the travel time of the seismic waves in the ground. Station AUH is situated on Augustine
volcano at 890 m asl on a very windy place, which might explain the high noise content.
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avalanche approaches the seismograph, however, due to the
source‐receiver distance this increase is likely negligible.
Like the Iliamna signal, the Aoraki/Mt. Cook avalanche
manifests as a spindle‐shaped seismogram comprising sev-
eral smaller pulses of energy. The duration of the signal at
EWZ is ∼2 min but the exact initiation and end times are
difficult to determine. While station EWZ recorded only the
vertical component of ground shaking, more distant stations
were three‐component (Figure 4). These stations show
roughly equal amplitudes on all channels, suggesting that
analysis of the vertical component at EWZ (and ILS for
Iliamna) is a reasonable proxy for the total ground motion;
however, some differences in amplitudes between horizontal
and vertical components cannot be excluded [see also
Suriñach et al., 2001]. The impacts of the avalanche on the
topographic steps have generated bursts of high‐frequency
seismic energy which were more rapidly attenuated with
increasing distance than the low‐frequency signal portion.
Energy distribution in the recorded spectra therefore changes
with increasing distance, with the lower frequencies being
better preserved. However, because the bulk of seismic
energy generated by avalanches is low frequency [e.g.,
Caplan‐Auerbach et al., 2004; Huggel et al., 2008a] the loss
of high‐frequency energy does not significantly affect our
interpretations. The signal becomes also more extended in
time, since S waves travel more slowly than P waves and
wave distortions, reflections, scatterings and dispersions
affect the envelope of the seismogram [Aki and Chouet,
1975]. These effects are visible in Figure 5, and therefore,
the closest station EWZ is expected to best serve as the ref-
erence station for comparisonwith avalanche simulation data.
[11] At Iliamna, stations RSO and REF at distances of 51
and 55 km support the assumption that the (vertical) seismic
signal still contains the basic source characteristics at least
over a distance of around 60 km (Figure 3). We tried to
identify specific phases within the waveform, but the nearest
unsaturated three‐component station RSO was at 55 km
epicentral distance and exhibited a poor signal‐to‐noise ratio
so that we were unable to identify them.
[12] TheNewZealand stations which are further away from
Aoraki/Mt. Cook than station BWZ (107 km) show high
consistency between adjacent stations, but substantially more
variation in the waveforms with growing distance, suggesting
that path effects are larger. Because the only broadband sta-
tion in New Zealand at that time was not digital, these data are
not available and an analysis of the seismic energy generated
by a possible rebound of the unloaded source as described by
McSaveney [2002] (mainly long‐period waves) was not
considered in this study.
3. Method
3.1. Numerical Simulation of Gravitationally Driven
Mass Movements
3.1.1. Governing Differential Equations
[13] To model (rock‐ice) avalanche movement, the
numerical model RAMMS (Rapid Mass Movements) solves
the depth‐integrated equations governing mass and momen-
tum conservation in a two‐dimensional, rectangular x, y
coordinate system [Christen et al., 2010b]. RAMMShas been
used extensively in Switzerland to predict snow avalanche
runout and flow velocities in general mountain terrain. We
only describe the governing equations, a detailed presentation
of the model and case studies are provided by Christen et al.
[2010a, 2010b], and the second‐order numerical solution of
the governing differential equations is discussed by Kowalski
[2008]. The mass balance of the avalanche at any position x, y
and time t is given by
@tH þ @xðHUxÞ þ @yðHUyÞ ¼ _Qðx; y; tÞ ð1Þ
where U(x, y, t) = (Ux(x, y, t), Uy(x, y, t))
T with T standing for
the transpose of the matrix is the depth‐averaged avalanche
velocity,H(x, y, t) the flow depth, and _Q(x, y, t) the entrainment
Figure 5. (a) Seismograms of the 14 December 1991 Aoraki/Mt. Cook avalanche (New Zealand) plotted
against linearly increasing distance (y axis). Signal amplitude is given by normalized counts of the seismo-
graph. (b) Amplitude envelopes of the data shown in Figure 5a. Absolute signal amplitudewas also low‐pass
filtered at 10 s (0.1 Hz) like in Figure 3b. Note that the straight line part of each seismogram is the centerline
of the corresponding signal and the original data is missing there. Time t = 0 s is set to the arrival of the
assumed first avalanche‐induced seismic waves at station EWZ.
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rate in m s−1. The volumetric entrainment rate in m3 s−1 can be
calculated by multiplying _Q with the cell area A, and if
entrainment is absent, _Q equals zero. A constant bulk flow
density ra is assumed and the momentum balance is given by
@tðHUxÞ þ @x HU2x þ
gzH2
2
 
þ @yðHUxUyÞ ¼ Sgx  Sfx ð2aÞ
and
@tðHUyÞ þ @y HU2y þ
gzH2
2
 
þ @xðHUxUyÞ ¼ Sgy  Sfy ð2bÞ
where gz is the gravitational acceleration component per-
pendicular to the slope, Sgx and Sgy the slope‐parallel gravi-
tational acceleration forces and Sfx and Sfy the deceleration
forces, respectively. Because the avalanche density ra is
constant, the mass is represented by the flow depth H and Sgx
and Sgy are given by:
Sgx ¼ gxH ð3aÞ
and
Sgy ¼ gyH ð3bÞ
Although large rock‐ice avalanches can reach flow depths H
of several decameters, they meet “shallow water” conditions
since their horizontal extension is generally much larger.
3.1.2. Frictional Resistance Model
[14] The slope‐parallel frictional deceleration forces Sfx and
Sfy in x and y directions are given by theVoellmymodelwhich
combines dry Coulomb friction (coefficientm) with a velocity‐
squared dependent turbulent friction (coefficient x [m s−2])
[Voellmy, 1955]:
Sfx ¼ Uxffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U2x þ U2y
q gzHþ gðU2x þ U2y Þ

" #
ð4aÞ
and
Sfy ¼ Uyffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U2x þ U2y
q gzHþ gðU2x þ U2y Þ

" #
ð4bÞ
The Voellmy model can therefore be used to simulate dif-
ferent stages of the avalanche motion, e.g., when the ava-
lanche is moving slowly in the runout zone in a block‐like
motion (Coulomb friction dominates) or as a highly sheared,
turbulent fluid in the acceleration zone (velocity‐squared
friction dominates).
[15] Although the Voellmy model is in widespread appli-
cation in snow avalanche dynamics, its use remains some-
what in debate [Bartelt et al., 1999]. Despite efforts to
physically quantify the values of m and x [Salm, 1993], they
have not been experimentally verified. Calibrated values for
extreme avalanches are available, but these are based on back
calculation of events [Buser and Frutiger, 1980]. The Coulomb
friction values used in numerical simulations are usually
much smaller than the static, internal friction angle of the flow
material. Similar problems arise in the application of the
Voellmy model to rock avalanches [see Körner, 1976;
Kelfoun and Druitt, 2005]. However, independent experi-
mental verification of Voellmy parameters has been reported
from the snow avalanche community. Bartelt and Buser
[2009] related the decrease in apparent Coulomb friction to
the kinetic energy associated with the random movements of
the snow granules and ice fragments which compose snow
avalanches. They showed how the evolution of shearing
within the avalanche body [Kern et al., 2009] can be modeled
by accounting for the production and dissipation of the ran-
dom kinetic energy [Bartelt et al., 2007; Buser and Bartelt,
2009]. At the head of the avalanche m and x values were
found matching well accepted values for large avalanches
(m = 0.155 and x = 2000 m s−2) [Bartelt and Buser, 2009]. At
the avalanche tail, higher friction values were found which
describes how avalanches run out of material (starve) or stop
on steep slopes [Bartelt et al., 2007]. Because the Voellmy
parameters seem to capture the movement of the avalanche
front, they concluded that the Voellmy model can be applied
to model runout distance and maximum flow velocity, but
will have difficulties capturing the motion of the avalanche
tail and thus modeling the spatial distribution of avalanche
deposits.
[16] The Voellmy model, including the internal kinetic
energy considerations described above, has been implemented
in RAMMS together with a random kinetic energy extension
[Buser and Bartelt, 2009] and successfully applied for differ-
ent types of mass movements including snow avalanches
[Christen et al., 2010a] and large rock avalanches [Preuth
et al., 2010]. By setting the parameter for the production of
random kinetic energy to zero, the frictional resistance
reduces to the Voellmymodel described in equations (4a) and
(4b) [Christen et al., 2010b]. Because the focus of this paper
is on the comparison between seismic data and modeled
avalanche results, we concentrate on the well known and
widely used Voellmy model [Bartelt et al., 1999].
3.1.3. Entrainment of Material
[17] The total moving volume of an avalanche usually does
not remain constant: entrainment and deposition of material
must be considered to correctly model the overall mass bal-
ance of a particular event. Large and rapid mass movements
can cause extreme frontal and basal erosion leading to
deposition volumes significantly larger than the failure vol-
ume [Fagents and Baloga, 2006; McDougall and Hungr,
2005; McSaveney, 2002]. In certain cases, the presence of
an erodible ground layer can strongly increase the mobility of
granular material [Mangeney et al., 2007], while in other
cases the runout distance might be reduced due to momentum
transfer from the moving mass to the static underlying erod-
ible ground [McDougall and Hungr, 2005]. Crosta et al.
[2009] made investigations focused on the water content of
the entrained material. They found that eroded dry material
generally reduces the total runout distance of debris ava-
lanches while erosion of highly saturated material has more
complex consequences. RAMMS includes the possibility to
account for entrainment of a user specified potentially erod-
ible ground layer of depth h, however, any resulting changes
in surface topography are not considered.
[18] According to Hungr and McDougall [2009], entrain-
ment can depend on slope, flow velocity, path curvature,
surface roughness, or on characteristics and quantity of the
erodible material (also proposed, e.g., by Sovilla et al. [2006]
and Bouchut et al. [2008]). In their model DAN the erosion
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rate increases in proportion to the flow depth [Hungr and
McDougall, 2009; McDougall and Hungr, 2005]. Others
attribute erosion to the shear forces in the shear layer
[Mangeney et al., 2007], fracture toughness [Cherepanov
and Esparragoza, 2008] or, in the case of bedrock erosion
of debris flows, to stresses due to granular interactions at the
snout, strongly depending on the characteristic grain size
[Hsu et al., 2008]. However, no definitive solution for a
universal erosion model is available and implementation of
different entrainment relationships in a numerical model as
proposed by Hungr and McDougall [2009] is a reasonable
approach to account for different entrainment types.
[19] In field studies of snow avalanche entrainment, the
increase in mass was found to depend mainly on the ava-
lanche velocityU(x, y, t) and on the availability of snowmass
[Sovilla et al., 2006, 2007]. Assuming a snow avalanche of
constant flow density ra entraining an erodible snow layer of
known depth h and density re, the velocity‐dependent
entrainment rate _QU is calculated as
_QU ¼
e
a
k1U ð5aÞ
[20] The erosion factor k1 (dimensionless) needs to be
calibrated to observations and controls the rate at which the
erodible snow layer is incorporated and accelerated to the
avalanche velocity. This regulates the mass uptake and time
delay to accelerate the mass to the avalanche velocity. Details
of the entrainment process and the numerical solution are
presented by Christen et al. [2010b]. For snow avalanches,
typically values between k1 = 0.2 and 0.7 are used to match
observed snow cover removal rates [Sovilla et al., 2006].
[21] Within a series of test runs with RAMMS we found
that for snow, ice and rock avalanches larger than 106 m3
which travel on potentially erodible layers much thicker than
seasonal snow cover (e.g., entire glaciers or thick accumula-
tions of loose debris in a glacier forefield) velocity‐dependent
erosion entrains too much material at the avalanche’s tail.
This effect is reduced by introducing the flow depth H as an
additional factor for scaling the entrainment rate as proposed
by Fagents and Baloga [2006]. This results in an alternative
momentum‐dependent erosion _Qp:
_Qp ¼
e
a
k2HU ð5bÞ
_Qp is called “momentum‐dependent” erosion because the
massmwhich is needed to calculate the momentum p =mU is
explicitly given by the product of the flow depthH(x, y, t), the
constant avalanche density ra and the calculation cell area A.
Alternatively _Qp can also be called “discharge‐dependent”;
however, this terminology would more relate to dilute hy-
perconcentrated flows that are not investigated here. The
erosion factor k2 can be calibrated to field observations, but
has the unit [m−1] in this case. We found values between
0.14 m−1 and 0.25 m−1 to end in the desired deposition
volumes. This approach has the advantage that erosion is
concentrated in areas where avalanches have large flow depths
and are moving relatively fast, such as the avalanche front
where plowing can be a dominant mechanism [McDougall and
Hungr, 2005; Sovilla et al., 2006]. Erosion is consequently
attenuated behind the head of the avalanche, where flow depths
and velocities are smaller, representing progressive basal
erosion [Sovilla et al., 2006].
[22] Herein we compared the modeled erosion to field
photographs and aerial and satellite images, as well as to re-
ports concerning erosion and deposition in published field
studies [e.g., Hungr and Evans, 2004]. The entrainment
parameter k2 for the momentum‐driven erosion was itera-
tively calibrated to match the desired final deposition volume,
and was thereafter held constant for each simulation.
3.1.4. Total and Moving Volumes
[23] The total volume Vtot is the volume of the avalanche at
each time step t including the volume of eroded and already
deposited material. The moving volume Vmov is the amount of
material that is still moving at a certain time step, according to
a threshold value for the flow depthHi(t) and the flow velocity
Ui(t) (whereHi(t) ≥ 0.1 m andUi(t) ≥ 1 ms−1) at each affected
cell i:
VtotðtÞ ¼ A
Xn
i¼1
HiðtÞ ð6aÞ
VmovðtÞ ¼ A
Xn
i¼1
HiðtÞ ð6bÞ
where n is the number of cells affected by the avalanche at
time t and A the area of a single cell. If either the flow depth
Hi(t) or the flow velocityUi(t) falls below the threshold value,
the material in the affected cell is defined to be not moving
anymore.
3.1.5. Model Evaluation and Optimization
[24] For a given runout distance, there are various possible
combinations of the friction parameters m and x, as already
shown by Perla et al. [1980] and Alean [1984] for the two‐
dimensional case and by Pirulli and Sorbino [2008] for three‐
dimensional terrain. We used a m value from previous works
(e.g., m = 0.05) [Hungr and Evans, 1996; Lipovsky et al.,
2008; Sosio et al., 2008], and iteratively searched for a
x value such that the modeled avalanche reaches the real
runout distance. Then, we increase and decrease m systemati-
cally in 0.01 steps to find the corresponding x values. Possible
mx combinations that fit the runout distance describe an
exponential function (Figure 6).
[25] We distinguished between geometry and dynamics of
the results to assess the performance of the model. Geometry
includes the avalanche release and deposition volumes, flow
depths, the spatial extent of the avalanche path and thick-
ness of deposited or eroded material. Model dynamics are
restricted to the evolution of the avalanche’s momentum and
kinetic energy, work rate, the stopping characteristics, mean
andmaximum velocities, and special attributes such as runup,
backflow, centrifugal effects, overtopping and flow bifurca-
tion. The validation is complicated by the sparse data, making
a strictly quantitative assessment not feasible. Instead, the
model results have to be assessed to optimize the match
between the modeled event and the limited amount of real
avalanche data.
3.2. Avalanche Model: Seismic Data Relation
[26] The basic concept of linking the calculated model
parameters and seismic data is that in a (rock‐ice) avalanche
potential energy is converted into kinetic energy, part of
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which in turn is transformed into seismic energy due to
interaction of the flowing mass of rock and ice with the
ground [Brodsky et al., 2003; Davies and McSaveney, 1999;
Deparis et al., 2008;Kanamori and Given, 1982;Kawakatsu,
1989; Sabot et al., 1998; Suriñach et al., 2001;Weichert et al.,
1994]. Because the seismometer is not situated directly at the
shear layer of the moving avalanche, the recorded seismic
waves are transformed between source and receiver. We
distinguish between the seismic source signal and a variety of
source and path effects:
[27] 1. Seismic source signal: This is the seismic signal
produced by the avalanche directly at the site of the event. The
strength of the produced signal is related to the total
momentum, respectively total kinetic energy of the avalanche
(which in turn depend on mass and velocity, and hence also
on entrainment [Suriñach et al., 2001, 2005]). Furthermore,
the production of seismic energy is affected by the surface
properties of the avalanche path which include surface
roughness (on a millimeter to decameter scale), but also cen-
trifugal and impact effects caused by minor and major
obstacles, topographic steps and lateral deflections [McSaveney
andDownes, 2002; Sabot et al., 1998; Suriñach et al., 2001].All
these components control the rate at which kinetic energy is
transformed into heat, particle fragmentation [Crosta et al.,
2007; Davies et al., 2007; Locat et al., 2006] and seismic
waves.
[28] 2. Local source site effects: The substrate below the
shear plane or at an impact site can have a strong effect on the
efficiency of seismic wave transmission into the ground, e.g.,
moraine material, snow or glacier ice might attenuate the
seismic signal compared to cohesive rock [Deparis et al.,
2008].
[29] 3. Seismic path effects: Seismic waves can be attenu-
ated, dispersed, scattered, refracted and reflected as they travel,
in a manner dependent upon the characteristics of the mate-
rial through which they propagate. This degrading effect is
strongly dependent on the distance between source and
receiver [Deparis et al., 2008] and the frequency of the
seismic waves. The seismic waveform is also changed along
the path due to variations in travel path of different seismic
phases; because waves travel at a range of velocities their ar-
rivals disperse at more distant stations [Aki and Chouet, 1975].
[30] 4. Local recorder site effects: As at the source, the
seismic station can be affected by site specific effects which
are controlled by the underlying ground (lithology, topogra-
phy) [Suriñach et al., 2001].
[31] To compare the recorded seismograms of large and
rapid mass movements with numerical simulation results, the
described site and path effects in the seismic data should be as
small as possible. This is possible by using a case study with a
simple topography such as Iliamna volcano, and by selecting
the closest seismic stations (but which still are not completely
saturated). Iliamna’s simple topography prevents problems in
quantifying the influence of steps, obstacles, lateral deflec-
tions, and changing surface roughness on the efficiency of
seismic wave generation and we therefore assume that the
seismic efficiency is more or less constant (this is clearly not
the case for many other mass movements and has to be con-
sidered when analyzing the seismic signal). If the avalanche
loses such a constant portion of its energy in the form of
seismic waves to the ground, the recorded seismic signal of
the avalanche should also be approximately proportional to
the instantaneous total momentum ptot(t), and, respectively,
total kinetic energy ktot(t), which in the RAMMS model is
calculated by
ptotðtÞ ¼ Aa
Xn
i¼1
HiðtÞUiðtÞ ð7aÞ
ktotðtÞ ¼ Aa
Xn
i¼1
HiðtÞUiðtÞ2 ð7bÞ
In a strict sense, the seismic signal reflects the loss of ava-
lanche power, not the remaining energy. The loss of power is
described by the instantaneous total frictional work rate _W tot,
_WtotðtÞ ¼ Aag
Xn
i¼1
UiðtÞ HiðtÞ þ UiðtÞ
2

" #
ð7cÞ
Figure 6. Graph modified after Allen et al. [2009]. Possible
m and x input parameters for RAMMS model leading to the
runout distance of the corresponding real event. For Iliamna
and Aoraki/Mt. Cook, all parameter combinations that geo-
metrically matched the observed flow path are shown on the
dashed line which also indicates the exponential relationship
of corresponding m and x. The smaller the value of m and the
larger the value of x, the longer is the avalanche runout dis-
tance and vice versa. Smaller mx combinations lead to slower
deposition where decelerating avalanche parts keep moving
with a very slow motion up to minutes. Larger mx combina-
tions show stronger acceleration during the early phase of the
movement with higher peak velocities and a more abrupt
stopping behavior.
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where g is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m s−2).
Equation (7c) depends on the applied frictional resistance
model, which in this case is the Voellmy model with the
friction parameters m and x. The simple Voellmy model
lumps all energy consuming processes into two simple con-
stitutive parameters. It does not consider the kinetic energy of
particle fluctuations and therefore the particle interaction with
the basal boundary, which is the producer of seismic energy.
However, because the momentum transfer between the ava-
lanche and the ground is given by the total frictional work
rate, we assume that the seismic energy generation is pro-
portional to the total frictional work rate given by the Voellmy
model. If the seismic signal is not strongly modified on its
way to a seismometer (path effects), the measured seismic
signal still should be proportional to the total frictional work
rate of the avalanche.
[32] We compare all calculated parameters (from
equations (7a), (7b), and (7c)) of a simulated avalanche to the
absolute filtered amplitudes of the corresponding recorded
seismic avalanche data. Major differences between these
data sets may indicate differences in the energy consum-
ing processes (e.g., the surface roughness) or local source
and recorder site effects, as well as seismic path effects.
Strong differences between modeled and recorded data can
also indicate progressive and multiple failures of mass,
which are much more complex and cannot be modeled
accordingly.
4. Iliamna Red Glacier 2003 Avalanche (Alaska)
4.1. Setting and Characteristics of Event
[33] Iliamna volcano (3053 m above sea level (asl)) is an
andesitic stratovolcano of the Aleutian arc in the Cook Inlet
region of Alaska [Caplan‐Auerbach and Huggel, 2007]
(Figure 2). The volcanic edifice has developed over older
plutonic rocks of Jurassic age [Detterman and Reed, 1980].
Field investigations by Waythomas et al. [2000] have shown
that Iliamna has erupted at least twice during the last 300 years.
On the east face, there is a zone of hydrothermally altered
rocks with sulfurous fumaroles and frequent steam emissions
[Huggel, 2009;Waythomas et al., 2000]. Directly below this
area, Red Glacier extends from 2300m asl to about 150m asl.
The lower boundary of Red Glacier is not clearly detectable
because it is covered by debris and many small water bodies.
Trabant [1999] estimated for Red Glacier a total ice volume
of 4.7 km3 and an area of 52.5 km2.
[34] Since 1960, frequent and large ice‐rock avalanches
between 1 × 106m3 and 3 × 107m3with return periods of only
2–4 years have been observed on the slopes of Iliamna vol-
cano. The largest ones occurred on Red Glacier, all having a
similar flow and deposition geometry [Caplan‐Auerbach and
Huggel, 2007; Huggel et al., 2007]. The best documented
event, which took place on 25 July 2003, was selected for
investigation. During this event, approximately 6 × 106 m3 of
rock and ice detached at the upper boundary of Red Glacier at
2300 m asl (Figure 7). The average failure depth was esti-
mated to be 10–15 m with the failure zone partly in ice, rock,
and mostly at the ice‐rock interface. The presence of rock in
the initial mass is indicated by the dark color of the avalanche
path and deposit (Figure 7). It is estimated that another 6–14 ×
106 m3 of ice and debris deposits of older rock‐ice avalanches
were eroded on the way down where finally 12–20 × 106 m3
rock and ice debris were deposited [Huggel et al., 2007]. The
vertical height difference Hd of the avalanche path is 1800 m
while the horizontal distance along the curved main ava-
lanche path Ld is 8800 m, corresponding to an Hd /Ld ratio of
0.2 (Figure 1 and Table 1). Hd and Ld are both related to the
vertical and horizontal distance between the uppermost point
of the detachment area and the lowest and most distant point
of the avalanche deposit.
Figure 7. Oblique aerial view of the 25 July 2003 Red
Glacier avalanche at Iliamna Volcano, Alaska. Dark color is
evidence for basal rock entrainment from the upper part of
the avalanche and remobilized debris from older rock‐ice
avalanche deposits on the glacier surface. Note lateral swash-
ing in the orographically left central part of the avalanche.
Photo by R. Wessels, USGS (1 August 2003).
Table 1. Observed Characteristics of the Iliamna RedGlacier Avalanche (25 July 2003) and the Aoraki/Mt. CookAvalanche (14December
1991)a
Avalanche
Failure
Elevation
(m)
Drop
Height
Hd (m)
Runout
Length
Ld
b (m) Hd /Ld
Initial
Volume
(106 m3)
Entrained
Volume
(106 m3)
Total
Volume
(106 m3)
Time to
Farthest
Point (s)
Average
Velocity
(m s−1)
Ice and
Snow
(vol %)
Iliamna 2300 1800 8800 0.2 ∼6 6–14 12–20 ∼180 ∼48 ∼80c
Aoraki/Mt. Cook 3754 2720 6800 0.4 ∼12 48–68 60–80 ∼120 ∼55 10–80d
aAll data are measurements and estimates according to Caplan‐Auerbach and Huggel [2007] and McSaveney [2002].
bRunout length Ld is measured horizontally along the central flow path line.
cIce and snow content at the initiation of the avalanche and in the deposited material.
dRange of ice and snow content from initiation of the avalanche to the deposited material.
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4.2. Model Application
[35] The release area was reconstructed using airborne
oblique photographs and the slope normal release thickness
was set to 10.5mwith a resulting initial volumeof 6.2 × 106m3,
similar to the volume estimated by Caplan‐Auerbach and
Huggel [2007] (Table 2). The avalanche density was set to
an average of 1000 kg m−3 for a mix of predominantly snow,
firn and ice, and aminor amount of rock and the density of the
erodible layer to 600 kgm−3 for a mix of snow, firn, and ice. A
few calibration runs were needed to find the erosion factor
k2 = 0.14 leading to the desired total eroded volume of
approximately 10 × 106 m3, in the middle of the range of
entrainment volumes estimated by Caplan‐Auerbach and
Huggel [2007].
[36] We used constant friction values for the entire flow
path starting with m = 0.05 and found x = 1850 m s−2 to match
the observed runout distance. According to the parameter
range of 0.03–0.10 for m suggested, e.g., by Sosio et al.
[2008], we varied the m value by 0.01 increments and deter-
mined x values between 1550 and 4650 m s−2 to fit the
observed runout distance (Figure 6).
4.3. Model Results and Relation to Seismic Data
[37] All four modeled examples show a good fit to the
mapped avalanche outline while the geometrical fit of the
calculations with smaller mx values is marginally better than
those with larger values (Figure 8). Topographically induced
lateral deflection of the flow direction is enhanced with lower
mx combinations, resulting in a more distinct smaller flow
lobe on the orographically right side and a better fit of the
swashing on the left side (Figures 7 and 8).
[38] Themaximum flow depths for the model runs are 50m
for the upper narrow section where the material converges,
around 15m for the central flow part, and rapidly reduce to 1–
3m in the lower lateral sections (Figure 8). Themodeledmain
debris deposits extend from the central avalanche part 4 km
east of the initiation area to the lowest point of the avalanche
and the thickness of the deposited material generally is 1–
10 m. The available photographs suggest that the modeled
deposition thickness lies within a reasonable range, but this
comparison is of qualitative character.
[39] Erosion of snow, firn, ice and surface debris from Red
Glacier concentrates along the central flow line of the avalanche
where flow depth, flow velocities and hence the momentum
are larger. There, modeled erosion depth has a maximum
value of 8 m and is not larger than 1–2 m for the lateral zones,
decreasing to zero in the lower section of the avalanche runout
path. These values are plausible in relation to the event size,
and traces of erosion and deposition on the images generally
Table 2. Model Input Parameters for the Iliamna Red Glacier
(Alaska) 2003 Avalanche and the Aoraki/Mt. Cook (New Zealand)
1991 Avalanchea
Input Parameter
Iliamna Red
Glacier, 2003
Aoraki/Mt. Cook,
1991
DTM (grid) SRTM–1 30 m NZ 25 m
Release density/avalanche
density (ra)
1000 kg m−3 1100 kg m−3
Release volume 6.2 × 106 m3 11.8 × 106 m3
Coulomb friction (m) 0.04–0.11 0.06–0.15
Turbulent friction (x) 1550–6000 m s−2 900–7000 m s−2
Max. erosion depth (hi) 10 m 40 m
Average density of
erodible layer (re)
600 kg m−3 600 kg m−3
Erosion factor (k2) 0.14 m
−1 0.25 m−1
aThese parameters were constant for all calculations, except m and x, which
were systematically varied according to the indicated ranges (Figure 6).
Figure 8. RAMMS output of maximum flow depth reached at each cell after 240 s. The four individual
simulations show that it is possible to model a given runout distance with different mx combinations. Minor
differences mainly concern the maximum reach of the orographically right smaller branch of the flow. Flow
direction is from left to right, and the black line represents the mapped outline shape of the 25 July 2003 Red
Glacier avalanche. The runswith smallermx combinations have a lateral extension that is closer to the outline
geometry. The letter “R” marks the release area.
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correspond well with the model predictions, however, detailed
conclusions about the fit of modeled erosion are not possible.
For a comparison of the dynamic characteristics of the real and
simulated avalanches, we use the seismic data described in the
following.
[40] We compared the original seismic signal and seismic
envelope of the Iliamna Red Glacier 2003 avalanche to dif-
ferent model output parameters that all indicate a noticeable
similarity with the seismic counterpart (Figure 9). The total
momentum, kinetic energy, and frictional work rate dis-
tributions over time depend on the combination of m and x.
For the m–x combinations with larger values, the peaks are
pronounced and during the run out of the avalanche, the
curves decrease faster. The large amplitude of the signal
between 0 and 15 s may be due to initial breakage of ice and
rock combined with low attenuation because the movement
takes place on bedrock where no energy absorbing snow and
glacier ice is present. This effect is not unique to the 2003
avalanche and can be observed in the seismic data for all
available recorded large avalanches on Red Glacier (1997,
2000, 2003 and 2008).
[41] We tested how well the normalized curves of the total
momentum, kinetic energy and frictional work rate of the
calculated avalanche correlate with the normalized curve of
the absolute filtered amplitude of the seismogram. Correla-
tion coefficients R2 were calculated between the total
momentum, kinetic energy or frictional work rate of each
model run (Table 3) and the seismic data filtered at 0.1 Hz
(10 s) and 0.05 Hz (20 s). The total momentum has the lowest
correlation coefficients (R2 between 0.692 and 0.811). The
correlation of the total kinetic energy is clearly higher (R2
between 0.789 and 0.888). The best correlation is reached
with the total frictional work rate (R2 values between 0.782
and 0.904, Figure 10) which can be used for independent
model calibration.
[42] In contrast to the planform outline geometry
(Figure 8), the correlation analysis indicates a better agree-
ment of the larger mx combinations with the filtered seismic
data. This conflict reveals the problem that looking at the
geometry of a static avalanche calculation result (e.g., maxi-
mum flow depth or deposit) is possibly misleading from a
dynamic and energetic point of view. Analysis of moving and
total mass (Figure 9f) show that during the initial 140 s, the
release volume of 6.2 × 106m3 erodes another 10–11 × 106m3
and depending on the mx combination, material starts to be
deposited after 140–160 s. The larger the values of the mx
combination, the more abruptly the avalanche stops. Despite
that, e.g., for m = 0.08 and x = 3100m s−2 at t = 180 s still 50%
of the mass is moving, yet the total momentum at this time is
only 7% of the maximum total momentum. This can be ex-
plained by many “flowing” cells having either very small
flow depths or small flow velocities, resulting in a small total
kinetic energy (<1% of the maximum kinetic energy at t =
180 s). In the case of lower mx combinations, the modeled
Figure 9. Comparison of seismic records of the 25 July
2003 Red Glacier avalanche at Iliamna Volcano with
RAMMS model calculations. (a) Seismogram for station
ILS and filtered absolute values. The stronger signal at t =
0–15 s is possibly referred to the initial slide on the rock‐
ice interface and a more efficient transmission of energy into
the ground. The signal is saturated for t = 50–78 s. (b) Abso-
lute amplitude low‐pass filtered at 0.1 Hz (10 s) and 0.05 Hz
(20 s). (c) Total momentum, (d) total kinetic energy, and
(e) total frictional work rate for different mx combinations
calculated with RAMMS. (f) Evolution of the total volume
of the avalanche due to erosion and the part which is still
moving according to a defined threshold value. Most plots
in Figures 9c, 9d, and 9e have a strong similarity to the
filtered absolute amplitude in Figure 9b.
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avalanche reaches lower peak velocities but takes much more
time to come to rest at a given runout distance.
[43] The simulated avalanches need between 170 and 186 s
to reach the lowest point at a distance of 8800 m resulting in a
horizontal average velocity of 47–52 m s−1 which is in good
agreement with the mean velocity of ∼50 m s−1 reported by
Caplan‐Auerbach and Huggel [2007]. The simulations show
peak velocities between 70 and 100 m s−1 for the central part
of the avalanche and the kinetic energy at t = 180 s is clearly
less than 15% of its maximum for all calculations.
5. Aoraki/Mt. Cook 1991 Avalanche (NZ)
5.1. Setting and Characteristics of Event
[44] Aoraki/Mt. Cook (3754 m asl) is the highest peak in
New Zealand’s Southern Alps, and situated at the Main
Divide on theMain Divide fault, which is a parallel secondary
fault of the 15 km northwestern Alpine fault (Figure 4). The
closest settlement, Mount Cook village, is located 16 km to
the south. The only infrastructure within several kilometers is
Ball Shelter behind a lateral moraine of Tasman Glacier, and
the Plateau Hut at 2200 m asl that serves as shelter for clim-
bers (Figure 11).
[45] At 00:11 h local time on 14 December 1991, an ava-
lanche of rock and ice occurred from High Peak, the upper-
most part of Aoraki/Mt. Cook. The initial avalanche volume
of approximately 12 × 106 m3 rapidly increased due to mas-
sive erosion of snow and ice, and passed within 300 m of the
Table 3. Correlation Analysis of RAMMS Modeling Results and Seismic Data From Figures 9 and 12a
Total Momentum Total Kinetic Energy Total Frictional Work Rate
0.1 Hz (m) 0.05 Hz (m) 0.1 Hz 0.05 Hz (106 m3) 0.1 Hz (106 m3) 0.05 Hz
Iliamna runs
m = 0.04, x = 1550 0.692 0.699 0.789 0.808 0.782 0.805
m = 0.06, x = 2200 0.738 0.750 0.820 0.840 0.835 0.860
m = 0.08, x = 3100 0.765 0.780 0.844 0.866 0.868 0.893
m = 0.10, x = 4650 0.794 0.811 0.863 0.888 0.879 0.904b
Aoraki/Mt. Cook runs
m = 0.09, x = 1300 0.357 0.384 0.545 0.574 0.651 0.675
m = 0.11, x = 1750 0.435 0.460 0.571 0.605 0.733 0.762
m = 0.13, x = 2600 0.495 0.524 0.592 0.631 0.799 0.833
m = 0.15, x = 4000 0.537 0.569 0.607 0.647 0.826 0.862b
aNormalized total momentum, total kinetic energy, and total frictional work rate of modeledmx combinations are compared to the normalized absolute count
values of the seismogram filtered at 0.1 Hz (10 s) and 0.05 Hz (20 s). All values of the correlation analysis represent the correlation coefficient R2 of the
modeled (RAMMS) and measured (seismometer) data between t = 0 s and t = 200 s.
bCorrelation diagrams of these best fit values are shown in Figures 11 and 15.
Figure 10. Plot of the best fit result from the correlation
analysis between normalized seismic data and simulated ava-
lanche parameters of Iliamna from Table 3 (sampled to 2 s
steps between t = 0 s and t = 200 s). Best fit results are
achieved for comparisons of the seismograms filtered at
0.05 Hz (20 s) with the total frictional work rate that was
modeled with relatively high m–x parameter values (m = 0.10,
x = 4650). Arrows indicate the time direction, and the start
and end are situated at the lower left. The initial increase in
seismic energy which was not observed in the model is rec-
ognizable by the stronger deviation from the solid linear
regression line in the lower left corner. The linear regression is
shown by the dashed line.
Figure 11. Upper and central part of the Aoraki/Mt. Cook
avalanche of 14 December 1991. Detachment area is on the
upper right. The flow path is well recognizable by the dark
areas where massive erosion of ice and deposition of debris
took place. The avalanche ran up for 200 m and overrode
Anzac Peak (AP). Plateau Hut (PH) was missed by only
300 m. Photo by I. Owens (16 December 1991).
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occupied Plateau Hut (Figures 4 and 11). After 2–3 min, a
total volume of estimated 60–80 × 106 m3 [McSaveney, 2002]
was deposited on Tasman Glacier as far as 6800 m in hori-
zontal distance Ld, and 2720 m in height Hd (resulting in an
Hd /Ld ratio of 0.4). The ice content of the material increased
from only 10 vol % in the initial mass to approximately 80 vol
% in the final deposit (Table 1). The avalanche path was
mainly over firn and glacier ice above 2000 m asl, flowed
through an ice fall with large seracs between 2000 and 1200m
asl, and then over the mostly debris‐covered surface of the
Tasman Glacier below 1200 m asl. Around 2300 m asl, a
lateral branch of the avalanche ran 200 m up the orographic
right side of the valley sidewall and overflowed a crest line to
continue down to the boundary of TasmanGlacier [McSaveney,
2002].
5.2. Model Application
[46] The release area was defined as an elongated polygon
with a slope normal average thickness of 42 m. The total
release volume was 11.8 × 106 m3, corresponding to the
estimate made byMcSaveney [2002]. Because the amount of
rock is estimated to be slightly higher than at Iliamna, the
density of the avalanche was set to an average of 1100 kg m−3
for a mix of snow, firn, ice and rock. This value also corre-
sponds to the deposit density some days after the event
reported by McSaveney [2002], excluding large rock bould-
ers. We assume that the density during motion is lower, but
including larger rock components the average density of
1100 kg m−3 is plausible. The average density of the erodible
layers of snow, firn and ice was assumed to be similar to the
one on Red Glacier in Alaska (600 kg m−3). An erosion factor
k2 = 0.25 was found to scale erosion of the glacier surface
resulting in a deposition volume of 36 × 106 m3 that is
smaller than but still within the precision of the estimate by
McSaveney [2002] (M. J. McSaveney, personal communi-
cation, 2009). The difference of a factor two between reported
and modeled deposition volumes is significant and defini-
tively influences the momentum, kinetic energy, frictional
work rate, and deposition thickness. However, model results
with final volumes between 60 and 80 × 106 m3 have shown
deposit thicknesswhich did not match the pictures and reports
from McSaveney [2002] while total work rate plots still
maintained the basic shape with the three peaks. We therefore
decided to assume a lower deposition volume. Applied fric-
tion values for the Aoraki/Mt. Cook avalanche ranged from
0.06 to 0.17 for m and from 900 to 7000 m s−2 for x (Figure 6).
5.3. Model Results and Relation to Seismic Data
[47] The best results concerning spatial extent of the ava-
lanche were found for m between 0.09 and 0.15, and x
between 1300 and 4000 m s−2. Features like the southern
smaller branch, runup to Anzac Peak, and a late reverse flow
from Anzac Peak to the plateau with subsequent deposition
are also observable in each simulation. Figure 12 gives an
overview over 4 different RAMMSmodel outputs for a single
simulation. Because the geometric results of various simula-
tions with different mx combinations fit well the mapped
outlines from McSaveney [2002], we first focus on the
dynamic characteristics of the modeled avalanche. The ava-
lanche seismogram of the closest station Erewhon (EWZ) has
3 distinct pulses of energy (Figure 13a), which are also well
visible in the filtered absolute amplitude of the seismogram
(Figure 13b). The calculated momentum and kinetic energy
plots in Figures 13c and 13d show only two distinct peaks in
amplitude (peaks I and III). These two peaks correspond to the
potential energy that is transformed into kinetic energy during
Figure 12. Various RAMMS results from a single simulation of the 14December 1991 rock‐ice avalanche
from Aoraki/Mt. Cook (NZ) from the run with m = 0.15 and x = 4000 m s−1 (highest correlation coefficient).
(a) Maximum flow depths reach 80 m at an early stage of the avalanche but generally are not much higher
than 36 m. (b) Maximum velocities are close to 100 m s−1 over most of the avalanche track. (c) Overlapping
flow depths for selected time steps (see Figure 13 for a more detailed view). (d) Momentum‐dependent
erosion was only allowed for the glacierized area. The Plateau Hut (PH) is marked with a white star. AP is
Anzac Peak, and R is release area.
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the initial fall on the 55° slope, up to the moment before
most parts of the moving mass reach the relatively flat
Grand Plateau (peak I), and again when it crosses the steep
Hochstetter icefall (peak III). Because a higher kinetic energy
for a given mass is induced by higher velocities, the frictional
resistance forces do also increase (x term according to
equation (4a) and (4b)) and lead to a higher frictional work
rate (maxima I and III in Figure 13e and equation (7c)). The
maxima I and III in Figures 13c, 13d, and 13e are separated by
approximately 50 s which is similar for the peaks I and III in
Figures 13a and 13b. This allowed fitting of the calculated
curves to the seismic records.
[48] Peak number II is missing in the modeled total
momentum and total kinetic energy plots because the ava-
lanche loses momentum and kinetic energy on the flat part of
the Grand Plateau. The total frictional work rate in Figure 13e,
however, shows a third peak (peak II) between the others,
exactly where the seismic signal has the highest amplitudes.
This peak is related to an increased friction on a less inclined
slope, leading to an enhanced frictional work rate and a strong
loss of kinetic energy and momentum. The correlation anal-
ysis between the seismic data and all model results revealed
low correlation coefficients R2 from 0.357 to 0.569 for the
total momentum, and 0.545 to 0.647 for the total kinetic
energy (Table 3). In contrast to this, the R2 values for the total
frictional work rate are much better and range from 0.651 to
0.862. As at Iliamna, correlation of seismic data with model
runs having larger mx combinations show better correlation
coefficients (best fit with m = 0.15 and x = 4000 is shown in
Figure 14).
[49] Modeled maximum flow depths, maximum velocities,
instantaneous flow depths, and erosion in Figure 12 are those
from the run with the best fit to the seismic data. Flow depths
are between 10 and 20 m with some extreme values up to
60 m. The modeled main deposit on Tasman Glacier has a
maximum thickness of 36 m, but most of it is thinner than
18m. The simulated avalanche reached the furthest point after
120 s (see also Figure 15g). For a horizontal runout distance
of 6800 m, this leads to a horizontal average velocity com-
ponent of ∼56 m s−1 while the maximum slope‐parallel
velocities were between 80 and 100 m s−1 for extended sec-
tions. Erosion of snow, firn, ice, and debris cover on the
glacier surfaces, for which erosionwas allowed, reach 5–10m
in the steeper parts, where the avalanche is moving fast, and
show a maximum of ∼30 m on the orographically left side
below Hochstetter Icefall, where the debris is piled up on the
steep sidewall. The concentration of erosion on this site is due
to the momentum‐dependent erosion, that means where the
largest momentum appears, the strongest erosion occurs.
These results are in general agreement with the findings and
photos of McSaveney [2002].
Figure 13. Comparison of seismic records of the 14 Decem-
ber 1991 Aoraki/Mt. Cook avalanche (NZ) with RAMMS
model calculations. (a) Seismogram for station EWZ and fil-
tered absolute values. The initiation of the avalanche shows
low signal amplitude and cannot be clearly seen, probably
due to almost free fall conditions. (b) Absolute amplitude
low‐pass filtered at 0.1 Hz (10 s) and 0.05 Hz (20 s). (c) Total
momentum, (d) total kinetic energy, and (e) total frictional
work rate for different mx combinations calculated with
RAMMS. (f) Evolution of the total volume of the avalanche
due to erosion and the part which is still moving according
to a defined threshold value. Note the similarity of absolute
amplitude filtered at 0.1 Hz (Figure 13b) and calculated total
frictional work rate for m = 0.15 and x = 4000 m s−2
(Figure 13e). Time steps for local maxima and minima of this
run are highlighted in Figure 13e, and specific avalanche flow
depths for each corresponding time step are shown in
Figure 12.
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[50] Figure 15 shows a more detailed RAMMS output time
series of the instantaneous flow depth taken from Figure 12c.
Each plot relates to the time when the avalanche reaches a
local minimum or maximum in the total frictional work rate
curve from Figure 13e. We can see that the avalanche’s
frictional work rate is at a local maximum when the kinetic
energy is very high (after crossing a steep part, e.g., at t = 22 s,
30 s and 76 s), as well as when the avalanche is running fast
over a less inclined surface and frictional resistance forces are
increased (after crossing a flat part, e.g., at t = 50 s). The
longer the avalanche is running, the more the mass gets dis-
tributed along the flow path and the described effects become
less clear. This might be the reasonwhy the secondmajor step
in topography at Hochstetter Icefall appears less pronounced
in the seismogram and the calculated work rate plots, than the
initial fall when the mass is still very compact.
6. Discussion
6.1. Performance of the Numerical Model
[51] Commonly, avalanchemodel parameters are evaluated
by fitting to the observed runout distance. However, a mass
movement model should not only reproduce correct runout
distances, but simultaneously fit geometric, energetic, and
dynamic observations. Although the model is not able to
exactly match every characteristic of the avalanche, the total
level of fit suggests that the model adequately represents the
real process.
[52] Uncertainties of the detachment volumes often are
within a range of 10–20% or more, but uncertainties about
erosion and the final volume are much larger. Within the
analysis strategy to fit the runout distance, the uncertainty in
erosion affects the frictional parameters. In turn, erosion and
deposition depths/volumes are affected by the friction para-
meters. Independent data are needed to validate the model
quantitatively. The simplest independent variable we used
was the lateral expansion of the avalanche (entire outline
geometry). The model fails when the lateral deposition of the
avalanche is significantly different from the mapped real
extent. Another variable could be the deposition thickness
including the final volume, but unfortunately, a lack of data
required us to verify erosion and deposition qualitatively
according to the available photographs and field reports. We
used the seismograms as another independent semiquantita-
tive source to validate the energetic and dynamic fit of the
model results. We call seismograms semiquantitative vali-
dation sources because site and path effects are difficult to
quantify and may have a significant effect on the appearance
of the seismic signal at large distances [Deparis et al., 2008].
[53] Some differences between modeled and observed
avalanches can be explained by a number of simplifications
that were made, such as constant average friction parameters
which are too large for an avalanche running over pure ice but
also too small for a debris covered glacier surface. Because
the model uses constant flow density, the avalanche density
was adjusted for the deposits while real flow densities might
have varied during downstream movement, generally being
lower than defined within the input variables but being higher
for the unbroken release mass. However, flow density is only
used for flow pressure calculations and does not affect the
propagation of the flow. Likewise, the average erosion den-
sity is too high if erosion is only superficial, but too low if
erosion is deep or includes denser rock fragments. The appli-
cation of momentum‐dependent erosion is a further approxi-
mation of the real erosion process, and testing other erosion
models is suggested.
[54] The accuracy and resolution of the DTM is crucial for
all model calculations and it should stand in a reasonable
relation to the avalanche size. While SRTM‐1 is a sufficient
resolution for an avalanche of several million cubic meters
flowing many kilometers, it is too coarse for much smaller
events [Christen et al., 2010a; Schneider et al., 2008]. How-
ever, the problem of DTM quality in glacial environments is
often more due to topographic changes between the DTM
acquisition time and the avalanche event. Therefore, the
availability of preevent and postevent DTMs representing the
topography shortly before and after the event is an important
factor for the success of retrospective modeling. It further
helps to calculate the erosion and deposition, and hence the
volume of the avalanche, to better fit the geometric criteria.
[55] We generally used higher mx combinations than, e.g.,
Hungr and Evans [1996] used formodeling the 27March 1964
avalanche on Sherman Glacier (m = 0.03, x = 1000 m s−1),
Sosio et al. [2008] based on an analysis of the 18 September,
2004 Thurwieser rock avalanche on ZebrùGlacier for rock‐ice
avalanches in general (m = 0.03–0.1, x = 1000 m s−1), or
Lipovsky et al. [2008] for the 24 July, 2007Mt. Steele rock‐ice
avalanche (m = 0.052, x = 1525 m s−1). A reason is that
modeled process durations to reach the full runout distance
might be too high in certain cases where low mx combinations
Figure 14. Plot of the best fit result of the correlation anal-
ysis between normalized seismic data and simulated ava-
lanche parameters of Aoraki/Mt. Cook from Table 3
(sampled to 2 s steps between t = 0 s and t = 200 s). Best fit
results are achieved for comparisons of the seismograms fil-
tered at 0.05 Hz (20 s) with the total frictional work rate that
was modeled with relatively high m–x parameter values (m =
0.15, x = 4000). Arrows indicate the time direction, and the
start and end are situated at the lower left. The linear regres-
sion is shown by the dashed line.
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were used. Very low Coulomb friction coefficients m below
0.05 still allow a slow, largely velocity‐independent sliding
on a slope of only 3° far distant from the source (arctan m =
2.86°). Even on ice this is a very low value for a dry granular
mass; however, it is realistic if the mass movement transforms
to a debris flow and enough water has been incorporated (or
melted snow/ice due to frictional heating). This has been
observed, e.g., at the rock‐ice avalanches from Huascarán,
Peru [Evans et al., 2009a], or at Kolka‐Karmadon, Russian
Caucasus [Evans et al., 2009b; Huggel et al., 2005]. As soon
as the avalanche reaches a slopewith inclinations smaller than
arctan m, frictional forces are higher than gravitational
acceleration and the avalanche starts decelerating. The only
thing defining that an avalanche can reach a more distant
point is the avalanche momentum before deceleration starts.
Frictional processes have to dissipate all the kinetic energy
available from that point on. If we increase the turbulent fric-
tion coefficients x, the avalanche will accelerate faster in the
early phase of failure in steep terrain, where high velocities are
reached anyway. High x values reduce the turbulent friction
term significantly during higher velocities, leading to less
frictional resistance and higher velocities again (equations (4a)
and (4b) and Figures 9 and 13). At low velocities, this term
anyway approximates zero and x is no longer relevant. Higher
mx combinations therefore lead to higher peak velocities,
faster stopping mechanisms, and hence to shorter process
Figure 15. (a–i) RAMMS output time series of the instantaneous flow depth of the 14 December 1991
Aoraki/Mt. Cook avalanche (NZ) with friction parameters m = 0.15 and x = 4000 ms−1. Selected time steps
correspond to the local maxima and minima of the total frictional work rate indicated in Figure 14e. Total
frictional work rate for all time steps is given in Watts (J s−1). Figure 15i can also be seen as the deposition
height because the total kinetic energy is lower than 1% of the maximum kinetic energy. The release area is
the white polygon on the left side of the images.
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durations which are supported by the seismograms used in
this study. Abrupt stopping was also observed from rock
avalanches triggered by nuclear explosions at the Russian
Novaya Zemlya test site [Adushkin, 2006].
6.2. Contribution of Seismic Data
[56] Seismic recordings often are the only evidence for the
energetic and dynamic evolution of large avalanches. In the
modeled total momentum, kinetic energy, and frictional work
rate we found three parameters which should generally cor-
relate with the seismograms. The calculated total frictional
work rate shows the best correlation values (R2) and is hence
recommended for qualitative comparison with seismic data
from nearby stations to evaluate the model results and to get a
better insight into avalanche dynamics.
[57] The total frictional work rate calculated by the model
depends on the frictional rheology but is largely controlled by
the topography over which the avalanche is flowing. Topo-
graphic features such as major flat and steep parts should be
evident in both the modeled frictional work rate and in the
seismograms [see alsoFavreau et al., 2009]. If three‐component
seismic data are available within a short distance from the
source, calculations of the total received energy might be
more representative than only horizontally polarized signals.
However, many stations still record only vertical compo-
nents, and Suriñach et al. [2001] have shown that the absolute
amplitudes in three‐component signals can be different, while
seismic energy and frequency content are similarly distrib-
uted. Because our analysis is based only on the shape of the
seismograms (amplitude envelopes, Figures 3 and 5) and not
on the magnitudes, the vertical component should sufficiently
well represent the information needed for comparison with
modeling results.
[58] We expect differences in the amplitude of horizontal
and vertical seismic waves depending on the azimuth direc-
tion of the seismic station in relation to the avalanche site and
direction of movement [Suriñach et al., 2001] (see stations
EWZ, LMZ and BWZ at Aoraki/Mt. Cook). Acceleration or
deceleration of a mass, e.g., in west‐east direction might
cause a stronger WE signal than the NS component. The
Z component in turn, will better reflect vertical impacts of
mass, such as after a near free fall on a topographic step like at
Aoraki/Mt. Cook or the vertical impact component of gran-
ular random kinetic energy in the basal shear layer [Buser and
Bartelt, 2009]. Thus, the seismic Z component could also be a
measure for random kinetic energy which was proposed by
Buser and Bartelt [2009]. According to their work, the ran-
dom kinetic energy is a function of the frictional work rate
done by the avalanche. The good correlation between the
vertical seismic data and the total frictional work rate there-
fore supports a possible relation between the avalanche’s
random kinetic energy, its frictional work rate, and the seis-
mic data. We expect that the frictional work rate is better
represented by short‐period stations (which have to be close)
than by long‐period stations (which can also be remote),
because frictional interaction and random kinetic energy
should be largely of high frequency. Low‐frequency signals
are more related to loading and unloading of the source area,
the path, and the deposition area, that cannot be simulated
directly with the used model. A fast degrading short‐period
signal can further be an advantage in terms of reducing dis-
turbance by other seismic sources such as the beat of the sea
which can strongly affect long‐period signals [McSaveney,
2002].
[59] A landslide or avalanche event is usually captured by
more than one seismic station, but path effects are likely to
have a greater effect on more distal seismograms. Deparis
et al. [2008] used a seismic network of up to 21 stations in
the French Alps to analyze seismograms of rockfall ava-
lanches with volumes between 2 × 103 and 1.75 × 106m3. The
stations were within distances of 10–250 km, and due to the
rapid degradation of the signal with distance they concen-
trated on the closest station for each event (usually between
10 and 25 km). Weichert et al. [1994] worked with stations
between 60 and 250 km from the 1990 Brenda mine collapse
and 1965 Hope rockslides in British Columbia, Canada, to
differentiate between seismic signals from earthquakes and
landslides. They interpreted the short‐period signal as char-
acteristic of the rockslide and stated that this signal was only
recorded to a few hundred kilometers. In contrast to this,
Brodsky et al. [2003] used the far reaching long‐period signal
of large landslides at epicentral distances of up to 7000 km to
estimate basal friction. In the case of the Iliamna avalanche,
the closest stations within 8 km were all saturated. Because
all sensors were short period at the time of the avalanche and
due to the reasons above, we suggest using the nearest least
saturated signal. Station ILS at 8 km distance was saturated
for ∼20 s while the signal at the next station RSO (51 km
distance) had a much lower signal‐to‐noise ratio. The sig-
nal was also compared to other stations with similar dis-
tances and azimuth ranges and high consistence was found
(Figure 3b).
[60] Similarities and deviations between the theoretical
values (total frictional work rate calculation) and the mea-
surements (seismogram) can enhance the general under-
standing of the energetic and dynamic characteristics of a
mass movement, such as major changes in the topographic
geometry of the runout path, frictional conditions, and cen-
trifugal effects can be identified in both the calculation and the
seismogram. An evaluation of the model results by finding
the best fitting frictional work rate compared to the seismo-
gram, either qualitatively or quantitatively by correlation,
helps to determine the exact timing of the failure (in detail by
shifting the time axis of one data set to best fit the other data
set) and to better constrain the range of the input friction
parameters. Additionally, identification of single, multiple
and progressive failure is possible. If more than one indi-
vidual failure occurs (e.g., within 20–200 s), we are currently
unable to simulate this process with the model but can rec-
ognize this in the much longer seismic signal compared to the
simulated process duration of a single failure. The seismic
waves of the individual failures will be superimposed and
mixed, making the seismogram useless for comparison with
the frictional work rate plots.
[61] A delicate point when using seismic signals is that the
efficiency of seismic energy conversion seems to be very low.
Berrocal et al. [1978] have shown that 1% of the potential
energy of the 1974 Mantaro slide in Peru was converted into
kinetic energy, of which only 0.01%was again converted into
seismic energy. This results in an efficiency of seismic energy
conversion of only 10−6 for this case [see alsoWeichert et al.,
1994]. For the presented case studies we do expect a some-
what higher efficiency in the conversion of potential to kinetic
energy due to the low‐friction surface on glacier ice. How-
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ever, the efficiency in converting kinetic energy into seismic
energy might be lower due to restraining effects of the
underlying glacier. Hence, small changes in the efficiency of
converting potential to kinetic energy as well as in converting
kinetic into seismic energy during an avalanche event can
have a strong influence on the resulting signal amplitudes.
With respect to this, the good correlation between the seismic
signals and the modeled total frictional work rate is remark-
able and a predominantly constant seismic efficiency can be
assumed for the two presented case studies. A comparison of
any other modeled avalanche data with seismograms can only
be successful if the seismic efficiency is largely constant.
[62] We evaluated several possibilities of combining seis-
mic data and numerical model calculations, first on the very
simple topography at Iliamna volcano in Alaska as a kind of
“natural laboratory” and then in a much more spatially vari-
able terrain such as at Aoraki/Mt. Cook (NZ). Despite the
above mentioned simplifications and some uncertainties,
the combination of seismic data with simulation results of the
RAMMS model are promising and should be tested with
other models and frictional rheologies at different study sites
and for a broad variety of avalanche volumes and types.
Particularly for large avalanches, the problem of sparse data is
crucial and some characteristics like flow velocities may be
well reconstructed with seismic data and any dynamic model
capable of calculating momentum, kinetic energy, and fric-
tional work rate.
7. Conclusions
[63] This work illustrates how seismic recordings can be
used as independent data to better constrain the range of
appropriate input parameters of a numerical avalanchemodel.
Higher reliability of the model results in turn can lead to better
insights into rock‐ice avalanche dynamics. The main findings
are as follows.
[64] 1. Model optimization and evaluation (e.g., determina-
tion of appropriate friction parameters) should be done sys-
tematically using geometric, energetic, and dynamic aspects
of the avalanche.
[65] 2. For very large avalanches, seismic recordings are
often the only data available for characterizing dynamic as-
pects. Such data may be obtained even for remote areas and
are largely independent of weather conditions.
[66] 3. Dynamic model results should be compared to the
seismic pattern of an avalanche event so that the model results
are dynamically consistent with the seismic data over the
entire displacement process and not only in the final resting
state (deposition geometry and total duration).
[67] 4. Among different dynamic parameters, the total
frictional work rate was found to best correlate with the seis-
mic signal. The frictional work rate describes the rate of energy
loss by the avalanche due to friction, and we suggest that the
energy captured by the seismograph represents a small but
proportional fraction of this energy loss.
[68] 5. Differences between the seismic data and the mod-
eled total frictional work rate indicate source site, path, and
recorder site effects, or departures of the model from reality
(e.g., no single failure, wrong frictional properties). Such
findings can in turn be used to assess the model quality or to
optimize the choice of frictional parameters and other vari-
ables used for modeling.
Notation
A cell area, m2.
g gravitational acceleration, m s−2.
gx gravitational acceleration component in x direction, m s
−2.
gy gravitational acceleration component in y direction, m s
−2.
gz gravitational acceleration component in z direction, m s
−2.
h entrainment depth, m.
H flow depth, m.
Hd vertical distance, m.
Hi flow depth at cell i, m.
i cell number, dimensionless.
ktot total kinetic energy, J.
k1 erosion factor for velocity‐dependent entrainment,
dimensionless.
k2 erosion factor formomentum‐dependent entrainment, m
−1.
Ld horizontal distance, m.
m mass, kg.
n number of cells affected by the avalanche, dimensionless.
p momentum, kg ms−1.
ptot total momentum, kg ms
−1.
_Q entrainment rate, m s−1.
_Qp momentum‐dependent entrainment rate, m s
−1.
_QU velocity‐dependent entrainment rate, m s
−1.
Sfx frictional deceleration force in x direction, m
2 s−2.
Sfy frictional deceleration force in y direction, m
2 s−2.
Sgx gravitational acceleration force in x direction, m
2 s−2.
Sgy gravitational acceleration force in y direction, m
2 s−2.
t time, s.
U velocity, m s−1.
Ui velocity at cell i, m s
−1.
Ux depth averaged avalanche velocity in x direction, m s
−1.
Uy depth averaged avalanche velocity in y direction, m s
−1.
Vtot total volume of avalanche, m
3.
Vmov moving volume of avalanche, m
3.
_W tot total frictional work rate, J s
−1.
x local surface‐parallel direction, m.
y local surface‐parallel direction, m.
z local surface‐normal direction, m.
a slope, deg.
m Coulomb friction, dimensionless.
x turbulent friction, m s−2.
ra density of avalanche, kg m
−3.
re density of erodible layer, kg m
−3.
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